A Luthier Family
Since 1976

Portugal

Belmira Cruz is Mr.
Carvalho’s wife and she
is responsible for all
the financial issues, as
well as the production
management. You could
say that António is the
heart of the company and
Belmira
is the engine.
Belmira Cruz

Antonio Pinto Carvalho
António Pinto de Carvalho is the mentor and founder
of the company. He started learning his craft in 1961, in his
grandfather’s workshop. His luthier skills were passed on
to him by his grandfather, which gained that knowledge
from the Porto’s 20th century “Ancient school of guitar
makers”.
After losing his father at the age of 10, Antonio
started working in the world of stringed instruments
manufacture, and since then he has never stopped.
António Pinto de Carvalho is a craftsman with more
than 50 years of experience and one of the most wellknown Luthiers in Portugal.
There’s always some project or idea growing in
Mr. Carvalho’s mind. In 1976 António Pinto de Carvalho
founded the company “António Pinto Carvalho”, which
made guitars under his own name. Some years later
(2005) it became the foundation to the present company
“APC Instrumentos Musicais Lda”.
This change happened concerning the international
spreading of the company, as well as its own internal
expansion.
Currently, Mr. Carvalho’s family - wife and two sons are working with him.
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Nélson is the eldest
son and he is responsible
for the development of
new products and for
the industrial production
applications.
He is also engaged
with
the
constant
Nelson Carvalho improvements in the
production
process,
working every day to
improve reliability and
quality.

Simauro Carvalho
Simauro is the youngest son of the family and he began
working in the company in 2010, after his graduation in
Technology and Information Systems, which he puts in practice in
the management of new technologies.
At the moment Simauro Carvalho is involved in the marketing
branch of the company, paying most attention to the needs of the
musicians and costumers, as well as to the supervision of highrange instruments and custom demands.

APC TEAM
In APC, we are proud to have a complete staff able to answer to the market demands of our time.
Always ready to provide a quick and good response, our team is fully prepared on Product Development, Marketing,
Commercial, Financial and After-Sales Services, Design, and others.
As a company, we have more than 40 employees, all specialised in their own areas of knowledge and art.
Individually, some of us are expert craftsmen while others have specialized courses, but together we represent a cohesive
and complete set of features, which allows us to offer quick and effective costumer quality services and reliable string instruments.
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Classical Guitars

Cedar top
Flamenco
Spruce
top

Koa top

Luthier cutaway
Spruce top

Crossover
Spruce top

3/4 - cutaway
Koa body
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Travel
guitar
Koa top

ACOUSTIC Guitars

EA Models
Spruce top

GA Models
Koa body

WG Models
Cedar top

EA Models

Mini Jumbo
Jazz Manouche
Spruce top
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Bass Guitars and UKubass

Acoustic Bass

(MX PK BASS)

Uku-Bass
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UKULELE

Soprano
MX
(side-hole)

Concerto

Banjo
Tenor

Tenor
cutaway

Baritono
Luthier
Guitarlele
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Portuguese Instruments

Toeira

Rajão

Cavaquinho

Braguesa

Braguinha
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Arame Madeira

S. Miguel
Azores

Fado Guitar
Coimbra

Amarantina
Campaniça

Fado Guitar
Lisboa
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Instruments from the World
Mandolin
Octave
Mandolin

Portuguese
and Irish
Bouzouki

Portuguese
Banjo

Lute Guitar

Algerian
Mondol
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Bandurria
and Spanish
Laud

Brazilian Cavaquinho
and Caipira Guitar

Cape Verde
Cavaquinho

Guitarrico and
Timple

Cuatro Venezolano
Tres Cubano

Baroque
Guitar

Domra and
Balalaika
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Technology

Flexibility
In the past years, we have invested in high quality
machinery and technical knowledge to improve
our resources to cope with increasing production
demands.
Precision, mass production and customization,
are only possible with modern technology processes,
enabling us to broaden our horizons.
Every day we refine the beauty of traditional
designs by crafting instruments that will last a
lifetime.
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Customization
Every customer is a potential source of achievement,
whom we give the opportunity to achieve a solution to
their dream.
Nowadays the instruments can be adapted to the
wishes of the customer requirements. APC has and
uses all the skills to provide and achieve that dream.
Everything is possible when we work as a team: the
customer, the luthier and the company.
Make part of it with us.
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Arts & Crafts

Craftmanship
In APC we believe that every instrument is unique
with its own characteristics, so we accept that a part of the
instrument production should be standardized. Still, the
part that gives the soul to the instrument, should remain
as a traditional construction. We believe a soul can only
be introduced in the instrument through the human touch,
through the luthier’s eye and handwork.
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Handmade Inlays
When you buy one of our instruments, keep
in mind that the inlays were applied by hand,
making your instrument into a unique piece.
Although we use the classic inlays and
bindings, maintaining some traditional designs,
we also create new and contemporary types of
ornamentation.

THE WOODS
The core of the instrument is based on the wood choice,
aiming to give a life purpose to the instrument. We start
by choosing good quality wood from our selected species,
which we organize and categorize for our instruments
production.
From the seeds to the growing, the cutting selection,
the solid and the veneer process, everything is managed
carefully by APC.
Besides the solid woods, we also resort to laminated
solutions, helping us to minimize our ecological footprint
without compromising the sound quality of the instrument.
We are used to work with noble and more standard
wood. Some of our selected species are: Sapelli, Ovangkol,
Acacia Koa, Mahogany, Spruce, Cedar, Walnut, Cypress and
different kinds of Rosewood.
In APC we only select and apply woods that respect all
legal demands, having always the specific FCS certificates.
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APC Instrumentos Musicais
Rua do Sol, nº 40 A, Celeirós
4705 - 454 Braga, Portugal
GPS - 41º 31’ 17’’ N, 8º 27’ 13’’ W
+351 253 672 520
geral@apc-instruments.com
www.apc-instruments.com
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